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FADE TO:

During a stormy night, an exhausted JACOB walks into his
kitchen to switch the kettle on. As the water boils, he
prepares two cups. One for coffee, and one for tea.

When finishing the final cup of tea, an unseen woman (EVERA)
approaches from behind.

EVERA MARS
You forgot he enjoys his tea with extra
milk.

JACOB realises his mistake, and rubs his tired eyes.

JACOB MARS
(sigh)

He does. Sorry love, I'm off my game today.
With everything that's been...

EVERA remains unseen, as she puts her arms around him to hold
JACOB.

EVERA MARS
I know. It's been a shock for us both,
Jacob.

JACOB pours the extra milk into one of the cups.

JACOB MARS
Why didn't I see it sooner? I'm meant to be
his father, and I missed this.

EVERA MARS
We both did. But he's still our beautiful
son. This doesn't change that, it never
will

The kettle finished boiling, and JACOB breaks away from his
wife to fill the two cups.

JACOB MARS
But it does change how his life will go.
And we know how vicious other kids can be,
especially in schools these days. They'll
treat him differently. Even bully him over
it.

EVERA MARS
Jacob.

INT. KITCHEN (PROLOGUE) - NIGHT
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JACOB MARS
What kind of life would that be for him?
They'll call him a freak or a spaz, or
worse. And why? Just because he's not like
every other kid. Just because he's the odd
one out. I mean, how fair will that be on
him?

EVERA grabs JACOB by the arm to get his attention.

EVERA MARS
Jacob!

Looking at the kitchen doorway, JACOB sees YOUNG MANFRED
standing in the doorway with his headphones partially
removed.

JACOB immediately regrets his rant, when realising that his
son heard everything.

JACOB MARS
Son...

YOUNG MANFRED's eyes begin to fill with tears, before he runs
off. JACOB goes to the doorway to call out to his son.

JACOB MARS
Manfred, wait!

JACOB leans against the doorway, feeling ashamed.

JACOB MARS
Aw, me and my big mouth.

EVERA MARS
I'll talk to him.

JACOB MARS
No, you've got sort some stuff out at the
office with Miranda. This is my mistake,
I'll speak to him.

EVERA MARS
Are you sure?

JACOB approaches EVERA.

JACOB MARS
Yeah, don't worry about it. You get
yourself to work. By the time you get back,
I'll have everything sorted. Alright?

JACOB & EVERA kiss.

EVERA MARS
Alright. Love you.
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JACOB MARS
I love you more.

EVERA MARS
(giggles)

Cheeky.

EVERA walks out of the kitchen, and is heard leaving through
the front door. Whilst JACOB takes a deep breath, before
leaving the kitchen himself.

CUT TO:

Alone in his bedroom, YOUNG MANFRED is sat on his bed as he
plays on his Gameboy, with headphones plugged into it.

But a flash from a lightning strike occurs, which frightens
YOUNG MANFRED. Resulting in him dropping his Gameboy to cover
his eyes in fear.

A knocking comes from his door, before JACOB enters with the
cup of tea in his hand. He sees a frightened YOUNG MANFRED.

JACOB MARS
Manfred, what's wrong?

YOUNG MANFRED points to his window, as a second lightning
strike occurs. JACOB kneels down to reassure his son.

JACOB MARS
It's just the storm, son. It can't hurt
you. Here.

JACOB hands YOUNG MANFRED his cup of tea.

JACOB MARS
With extra milk, just the way you like it.

YOUNG MANFRED removes his hands from his eyes to look at the
cup of tea. His father hands it over to him, and YOUNG
MANFRED takes a sip.

YOUNG MANFRED MARS
Thanks, dad.

JACOB MARS
You're very welcome. And I'm sorry for what
I was saying downstairs just now. You know
me, I talk rubbish sometimes. Don't take
any notice of it. Not ever. Okay?

INT. MANFRED'S BEDROOM (PROLOGUE) - NIGHT
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YOUNG MANFRED MARS
Okay.

JACOB MARS
Alright then. Goodnight, Manfred.

JACOB stands to leave the bedroom. Before he exits through
the door, YOUNG MANFRED speaks out.

YOUNG MANFRED MARS (OFF
SCREEN)

Dad.

JACOB turns around.

JACOB MARS
Yes, son?

YOUNG MANFRED MARS (OFF
SCREEN)

Is everything different now?

JACOB hesitates for a moment.

JACOB MARS
Of course not.

JACOB leaves the bedroom.

Now alone, MANFRED puts his headphones back on to resume his
game.

FADE IN:

Later into the night, whilst YOUNG MANFRED sleeps in his bed.
The flash of blue lights come from his bedroom window, along
with the sound of a car parking outside.

The occurrence wakes YOUNG MANFRED up.

In his bed, he stares at the window, where the blue light
continues to shine through. A knocking is heard from
downstairs, and the front door is opened seconds later.

Muffled voices are heard through the floor.

POLICE OFFICER (OFF
SCREEN)

(muffled)
Sorry to disturb you so late, sir. Are you
Jacob Mars?

JACOB MARS (OFF SCREEN)
(muffled)

Yes. Why? What's wrong?

YOUNG MANFRED carefully climbs out of bed to press his ear on
the floor, in order to listen more closely.
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POLICE OFFICER (OFF
SCREEN)

(muffled)
Well...I'm sorry to have to do this. I've
been sent here to inform you of an
accident.

JACOB MARS (OFF SCREEN)
(muffled)

No...

POLICE OFFICER (OFF
SCREEN)

(muffled)
A lightning strike occurred on one of the
main roads. It was very sudden, and caused
a great deal of panic. Your wife's car
swerved, probably as a reaction. But she
swerved onto the opposite lane, and
collided with another car.

JACOB MARS (OFF SCREEN)
(muffled)

Please, just don't. Don't say it.

POLICER OFFICER (OFF
SCREEN)

(muffled)
I'm so sorry, Mr Mars. I have to tell you
that she died upon impact.

YOUNG MANFRED is left both confused & devastated by what he's
heard. He covers his ears, as his father begins to yell out
in raw grief.

JACOB MARS (OFF SCREEN)
(muffled/whimpering)

No...No-No-No-No! You're lying! You're
bloody lying!

Suffering from a panic attack due to the shock, YOUNG
MANFRED's breathing becomes rapid. But when he looks ahead,
he sees a ominous figure standing in front of the window.

The figure wore a white jumpsuit, with a tight white sac
covering their head. However, the sorrowful outline of their
face could be seen.

YOUNG MANFRED freezes, as he becomes utterly terrified by
this visitor.

Suddenly, the masked figure yells out at YOUNG MANFRED. As if
expressing deep pain or misery.

CUT TO:
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In the present day, a nineteen-year old MANFRED jumps up in
his bed, after waking up from an apparent nightmare.

His breathing remains rapid, as MANFRED looks across bedroom
for any sign of the figure. When realising that it was just a
nightmare, he lays back into his bed.

For a moment, the title "Mars: Part One" fades into the the
scene, before vanishing.

MANFRED slows his breathing to calm himself. But once he
does, his alarm clock immediately goes off. MANFRED closes
his eyes in dread.

MANFRED MARS
(deep exhale)

Shite.

During a montage scene, MANFRED yanks several pieces of
clothing out from his wardrobe and throws them onto his bed.
Before grabbing his own encased toothbrush off the cabinet.

CUT TO:

Another montage takes place in the bathroom, where MANFRED
thoroughly brushes his teeth & tongue. Once he's finished, he
turns on the water to the shower.

CUT TO:

After being washed, MANFRED is shown to be wearing his day
outfit. Which is a green hoodie, with a denim jacket & jeans.

He looks in his mirror to find a suitable style for his hair,
only to settle for a messy-look after appearing unable to
settle for an appearance.

As he goes to leave his bedroom, he grabs his shoulder-bag.
However, he hears his mirror being moved. And when looking
back, MANFRED notices that it's been slightly shifted.

Once he corrected his mirror, he exits the bedroom.

CUT TO:

INT. MANFRED'S BEDROOM - DAY

INT. BATHROOM - DAY

INT. MANFRED'S BEDROOM - DAY
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MANFRED travels down the stairs, aiming to leave through the
front door. But he stops when JACOB calls out to him.

JACOB MARS (OFF SCREEN)
Manfred.

MANFRED closes becomes full of dread, before moving towards
the doorway to the living room.

CUT TO:

As MANFRED leans into the doorway, seeming impatient. He sees
his father cleaning one of the living rooms coffee tables
with a spray & cloth.

MANFRED MARS
What's up?

JACOB MARS
Hey kiddo. Are you in a hurry?

JACOB looks to his son, who repeatedly turns his eyes over at
the living room clock.

MANFRED MARS
It's nine-thirty, dad.

JACOB sees the time on the clock, and realises why MANFRED is
so impatient.

JACOB MARS
Oh right. Sorry, I forgot about that. Well,
are you free later on in the afternoon? Say
two o'clock?

MANFRED looks at the clock again, with his hand rapidly
tapping against the doorframe.

MANFRED MARS
Dad, it's...I really need to go.

JACOB MARS
It's really important, son.

MANFRED MARS
Okay, fine. I'm free after twelve. Whatever
it is, can we talk about it then?

JACOB MARS
Sure, twelve is fine.

INT. HOUSE PASSAGEWAY - DAY

INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY
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MANFRED MARS
Okay.

MANFRED rushes out from the doorway, only to briefly return
to snatch a wrapped up sandwich that was left on a nearby
cabinet for him.

He then rushes to the front door.

MANFRED MARS (OFF SCREEN)
Thanks, Miranda.

MANFRED is heard leaving through the front door. JACOB
watches through the window to see his son leave.

JACOB appears conflict, before MIRANDA walks into the living
room.

MIRANDA JONES
Where's Manfred? I thought I heard him just
now.

JACOB MARS
He just left for college. But he said thank
you for the sandwich at least.

JACOB goes to sit down.

MIRANDA JONES
I'm going out on a limb to say that you
didn't have the talk with him?

JACOB MARS
No. You know how he can be. I can't force
him into a conversation, it has to be on
his terms. But I'm still dreading it.

MIRANDA sits by JACOB's side to kiss him on the cheek.

MIRANDA JONES
Do you want me to talk to him about it
instead?

JACOB MARS
(chuckles)

I'm tempted. He does get along with you
more than me most of the time. But no, it
should come from us both. Let's just hope
he takes it well.

MIRANDA JONES
He's not a child, Jacob. Manfred's a smart
kid. He'll understand.
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JACOB MARS
(sigh)

I know.

JACOB looks over at the living room clock, which MIRANDA
notices.

MIRANDA JONES
What's wrong?

JACOB MARS
I think that clock just stopped.

CUT TO:

At a bus stop, a parked bus attempts to drive off. But the
engines sound strained, and black smoke comes out from the
exhausts.

CUT TO:

At the front of the bus, the driver keeps attempting to start
the engine.

BUS DRIVER
(grunts)

Come on, you big bastard. Start already!

MANFRED runs up to the door, which the BUS DRIVER opens for
him. MANFRED steps on board, and approaches the driver.

MANFRED MARS
Just a one way trip to town, please.

MANFRED gives the BUS DRIVER the exact amount of cash, before
he's given his ticket & receipt.

BUS DRIVER
You could be waiting here a while, lad.
Just as we were about to leave, the engine
decides to go bust.

The BUS DRIVER tries to start the engine one last time, which
succeeds.

BUS DRIVER
Or not. Strange.

EXT. BUS STOP - DAY

INT. BUS - DAY
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MANFRED leaves to sit himself on the back of the bus. As the
bus drives out, he places his headphones on and tries to
relax.

CUT TO:

Elsewhere, two young strangers (LIV & CALVIN) enter a quiet
store.

LIV is shown to be wearing a leather jacket with torn jeans,
and a red checkered shirt. And CALVIN wears a grey wool hat,
along with a body-warmer and cargo trousers.

LIV hovers around the magazine section of the store, whilst
CALVIN takes a brief look at the built-in camera. And the
CASHIER is completely ignorant to them both.

CALVIN goes over to look at the drinks, just as LIV walks by
him. She gives him a nod.

LIV SUNN
(whispering)

Showtime.

Seconds later, smoke appears back at the magazine section. A
fire begins to spread through the magazines.

When hearing the crackling, the CASHIER becomes aware the
growing flames on the far side of his store.

CASHIER
Oh shit! Fire!

He immediately grabs the nearby fire extinguisher, and rushes
towards the flames.

CASHIER
Everyone stay back!

As the CASHIER uses the extinguisher to combat the fire, LIV
rushes over to the unattended till. At the same time, CALVIN
uses a portable step to reach up and touch the camera.

LIV quickly opens the till to steal a specific amount of
money.

LIV SUNN
(muttering)

Eighty...Hundred and five.

CALVIN steps down from the camera, when LIV has taken what
they wanted. Together, they flee the store, just after the
CASHIER has put out the fire.

INT. SMALL STORE - DAY
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He turns around to see his store empty.

CUT TO:

LIV & CALVIN confidently walk down a damp & dirty alleyway,
whilst LIV splits the cash she stole between herself &
CALVIN.

LIV SUNN
Don't say I never gave you anything. Are we
good with the surveillance?

CALVIN
Yeah, I wiped it clean. They won't be able
to link us there.

CALVIN counts his share of the money.

CALVIN
Liv, how much more do we need again?

LIV & CALVIN stop in the middle of the alleyway to discuss
the topic.

LIV SUNN
Not much. If we-

CALVIN
How much, Liv?

LIV puts her hands in her jacket pocket, whilst answering his
question with a hint of dismay.

LIV SUNN
(clears throat)

The guy at the docks said seven hundred. So
we're down by...ninety. Ninety-five maybe.

CALVIN
Meaning we'll have to risk it again. Great
(!)

LIV SUNN
Hey, we've made it this far. It will be one
more job. One more store.

CALVIN
We've hit five this week. And we can only
be so careful.

EXT. ALLEYWAY - DAY
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LIV SUNN
(scoffs)

Don't you think I know that. Look, we both
want to head East, and this is the only way
we can do that. We pull one more grab &
bag, then we get the hell out of here.
Okay?

CALVIN
(faint sigh)

Fine. One last time.

LIV SUNN
One last time. Now come on.

LIV leads CALVIN down the alleyway, unaware of a hidden
stranger stalking them from the far side of the alley.

CUT TO:

Meanwhile, in an occupied college art classroom.

MANFRED is focused on his personal sketch in silence, like
many of his fellow students. Whilst some bicker & gossip in
their groups, MANFRED is shown to be working alone.

He draws an image of the nightmarish masked figure from his
previous dream. And the sketch catches the attention of his
tutor, who gives MANFRED a nod of approval.

However, this catches the attention of one of the other
students (MICK), who seems deeply irritation by MANFRED
gaining the tutors approval.

MICK gets up to walk by MANFRED, only to deliberately knock a
glass of water all over MANFRED's artwork. Thus, ruining the
image.

MANFRED is infuriated over the destruction of his work, and
looks to MICK with rage in his eyes. Knowing that his action
of deliberate.

MICK
Oh, I'm so sorry. Honestly, I should've
been more careful. I'll fetch some paper
towels.

As he leaves, MANFRED simply looks at his ruined work.
Remaining silent & still, as he keeps his anger bottled up.

CUT TO:

INT. COLLEGE ART CLASSROOM - DAY
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Later that day, as all the free students begin to queue &
converse in the college cafeteria.

MANFRED is shown to be sitting on his own, eating a sandwich
left for him by MIRANDA, along with a hot cup of tea. As he
eats, he has his earphones on.

Whilst eating his crustless sandwich, another fellow student
(GAVIN) approaches MANFRED.

GAVIN
Manfred.

Acknowledging GAVIN, MANFRED removes his headphones.

MANFRED MARS
(chewing)

Um, hey Gavin. Is something up?

As MANFRED talks to GAVIN, he repeatedly takes a break from
eye contact with him.

GAVIN
No, I just wanted to say thanks. That link
you sent me really helped me out.

MANFRED MARS
Oh. Well, I sent you a link to a sketch
tutorial. There's no need to thank me.

GAVIN
You say that, but if you hand't have done
that, I'd still be drawing characters that
look like they just had a botched surgery.
Like I said, thanks.

MANFRED MARS
(chuckles)

Fair enough. You're welcome.

GAVIN sits himself down at the table.

GAVIN
So I was wondering, if you want to. Fancy
having a day out with some of us down at
the pub. Nothing too crazy. Just some
afternoon drinks with the footie on.

MANFRED appears conflicted by the offer, and eventually gives
his answer.

INT. COLLEGE CAFETERIA - DAY
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MANFRED MARS
Gavin, that's kind of ya, but...sorry, but
it's not for me. I don't really do that
kind of stuff.

GAVIN
Aw, don't worry about it, I just thought
I'd ask. The offer's still there. Anyway, I
got to head off. See ya after the weekend.

GAVIN stands up to leave.

MANFRED MARS
See ya.

GAVIN leaves, and MANFRED takes a deep breath before resuming
to eat his sandwich. But suddenly, MANFRED begins to hear a
ringing in his ears which causes him great pain.

When the ringing fades, all he can hear is silence. Until the
sound of random whispers begin to flood the room.

But when looking around, MANFRED sees that everyone is
talking normally. This leaves him baffled, and causes his
breathing to become heavy.

Soon, the whispers begin to turn into voices coming from
different directions. MANFRED looks in all directions, as he
hears the thoughts of those around him.

VOICE 1 (V.O)
(echoed)

I need to get my hair sorted before
tonight.

VOICE 2 (V.O)
(echoed)

Why won't he extend my deadline? I'm only
asking for another week! Bastard.

VOICE 3 (V.O)
(echoed)

If she's talking to him again, that's it.
The final straw. I'm done with them both.

VOICE 4 (V.O)
(echoed)

Is he still going on about his bloody hair?

MANFRED begins to panic, resulting in him grabbing his items
and leaving the table. But whilst he makes his way to the
exit, the voices grow louder.
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VOICE 5 (V.O)
(echoed)

He's off in a hurry. What's the problem
with the lad?

VOICE 6 (V.O)
(echoed)

What's wrong with him now?

VOICE 3 (V.O)
(echoed)

So weird.

VOICE 6 (V.O)
(echoed)

Total spaz.

VOICE 1 (V.O)
(echoed)

Creep.

VOICE 5 (V.O)
(echoed)

Retard.

VOICE 4 (V.O)
(echoed)

Loser.

MANFRED exits the cafeteria.

CUT TO:

MANFRED bursts into an empty college classroom and shuts the
door behind him. But the whispering continues to intensify.

He places his hot tea on the floor, sits against the wall,
and covers his ears.

MANFRED MARS
(muttering)

Shut up-Shut up-Shut up-SHUT UP!

And finally, the whispering ceases, and his hearing returns
to normal. Leaving MANFRED alone in the classroom, utterly
confused & scared of this strange phenomenon.

MANFRED MARS
What the fuck...

MANFRED is suddenly startled by the ringing of his phone,
which he answers.

INT. COLLEGE CLASSROOM - DAY
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MANFRED MARS
(deep exhale)

Hello?

JACOB MARS (PHONE)
Hey son. Me & Miranda are heading down to
that fancy cafe in town if you want to meet
us there? You know, for that talk I
mentioned?

MANFRED appears visibly annoyed by this reminder, and rubs
his eyes.

MANFRED MARS
(clears throat)

Um, yeah I'll head there soon. Just...give
me a few minutes to sort myself out.

JACOB MARS (PHONE)
Are you okay? You sound stressed.

MANFRED MARS
No-No, I'm...I'm fine, dad.

JACOB MARS (PHONE)
Alright. See ya soon.

MANFRED ends the call and lays back against the wall to catch
his breath.

MANFRED MARS
(muttering)

You're okay. You're okay.

He notices his steaming hot cup of tea left on the floor, and
grabs it to drink the tea. But once his lips reach it,
MANFRED finds himself unable to drink the tea.

MANFRED tips the cup over, showing that the liquid has frozen
solid. The ice block of tea drops out from the cup, and hits
the floor.

When examining the cup, he sees that it has frozen in his
hand, without even realising it moments ago.

CUT TO:

Within a dusty old warehouse that's filled with emptied
crates that are scattered everywhere.

In the centre of the warehouse are couches arranged in a
circle, with several lanterns placed around to illuminate the
area.

INT. WAREHOUSE CENTRE - DAY
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An electric heater is also left in the centre. Creating a
makeshift living area.

LIV is shown to be sitting on one of the couches, as she
reaches under it to pull out a lockbox. She opens it,
revealing the box to be filled with cash.

On top of her stash of cash is a photograph of LIV as a
child, alongside her supposed younger brother.

LIV stares at the photo for a moment, displaying a deep sense
of sorrow & regret.

She places the money she stole into the box, before placing
it back under the couch.

Suddenly, LIV hears the sound of a door slamming deep within
the warehouse. At the same time, CALVIN walks into the scene
eating a packet of crips.

LIV SUNN
Calvin, did you lock the door properly?

CALVIN
(munching)

Probably.

LIV gives CALVIN a stern look, causing him to roll his eyes

CALVIN
Okay, I think I did.

LIV SUNN
(sigh)

I'll take a look. You've probably let a
draft in.

LIV stands up from the couch to investigate the sound.
Leaving CALVIN alone to sit down on the couch, and awkwardly
eat his crisps in total silence.

CUT TO:

Entering the eerie warehouse corridor, LIV approaches the
fire exit door. The door is left only slightly open, allowing
a draft to enter the building.

In the background behind LIV, a shadowy figure moves through
the corridor.

CUT TO:

INT. WAREHOUSE CORRIDOR - DAY
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Back at the centre of the warehouse, CALVIN finishes his
packet of crisps. To keep himself occupied, he grabs a nearby
book to read.

However, he hears the brief sound of movement coming from
behind. When looking back, he sees no one in sight.

CALVIN
Liv?

CUT TO:

Upon reaching the door at the end of the corridor, LIV
discovers strange scorch around the door lock.

LIV SUNN
What the hell...

LIV reaches out to touch the lock, only for it to burn her
finger.

LIV SUNN
Ow! Motherfucker!

She puts her finger in her mouth for a moment to ease the
burn.

But her attention is drawn to the other side of the corridor
when flashing purple lights come from the doorway. The sound
of electrical discharge can also be heard.

LIV SUNN
Calvin...

Wasting no time, LIV runs back to the centre of the
warehouse.

CUT TO:

LIV returns to the warehouse centre, only to find one of the
couches covered in scorch marks. There were also signs of a
struggle, as the couch had been flipped.

LIV SUNN
(muttering)

No-No-No-No-No. Shit!

She grabs a lantern as she looks around for any sign of her
associate, before noticing her lockbox on the floor.

INT. WAREHOUSE CENTRE - DAY

INT. WAREHOUSE CORRIDOR - DAY

INT. WAREHOUSE CENTRE - DAY
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LIV quickly retrieves the box, and resumes her search of the
area.

LIV SUNN
Calvin?

Suddenly, she hears a loud thump coming from one side.

LIV looks over to see CALVIN dragging himself around from a
tall warehouse shelf, having been brutally beaten.

He lays on the floor, too weak to move himself any further.
But he yells to LIV, despite the immense pain he was
suffering.

CALVIN
(weakened breathing)

Liv...RUN!

Without warning, another flash of light occurred, along with
the sound of electrical crackling. It causes CALVIN further
pain, before he finally passes out.

LIV SUNN
Calvin!

LIV grows silent when hearing footsteps.

Calmly walking from around the corner of the warehouse shelf
is a middle-aged woman in an all black suit, shirt, tie, and
long wool coat (REEVA).

REEVA simply smiles at LIV.

REEVA
Hello there, young lady. You must be Miss
Sunn. Heard so many nice things about you.
Heard so many other things about you too.

REEVA slowly takes a few steps towards LIV.

REEVA (CON'T)
And believe me, it's been quite the
exercise trying to track you down. Erasing
all evidence of yourselves from any CCTV, a
clever trick indeed. But nothing stays
hidden for long, unfortunately.

LIV maintains her stand, as she tries to hide her fear &
anger. She clenches her fists tightly.

LIV SUNN
What the fuck have you done to Calvin?!
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REEVA
Concerned for your associate? How loyal.

REEVA looks down at CALVIN, giving him a gently tap with her
foot.

REEVA
(winces)

He's passed out I'm afraid. Too be fair, he
did put up a fight. Just a little though.
Yet, the human body can only handle so much
voltage before giving up. Don't worry
though, he'll survive...probably.

LIV SUNN
(scoffs)

Shame I can't say the same about you.

REEVA develops a dark look in her eyes. The smile on her face
vanishes.

REEVA
Is that so?

CUT TO:

In the warehouse corridor, purple & yellow are shown to be
shining from the door leading into the warehouse centre.

The sound of fire & electricity echoes through the building.

CUT TO:

Meanwhile, in a local cafe within the town.

MANFRED walks in through the door, only to suffer a brief &
painful surge of telepathic whispers in his mind.

Once the whispers subside, MANFRED hears JACOB calling over
to him.

JACOB MARS (OFF SCREEN)
Manfred. Over here.

On the far side of the cafe, MANFRED sees JACOB & MIRANDA
seated in a booth.

INT. WAREHOUSE CORRIDOR - DAY

INT. TOWN CAFE - DAY
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He walks over to join them in the booth.

JACOB MARS
You look pale there, son. Are you feeling
alright?

Like in all of his conversations, MANFRED only maintains eye
contact for a certain amount of time.

MANFRED MARS
Never better. What did you guys want to
talk about?

MIRANDA JONES
How was college?

MANFRED hesitates to answer.

MANFRED MARS
It's been...the same, Miranda. Just the
same really, nothing special.

JACOB takes a sip from his cup of coffee whilst they talk.

MIRANDA JONES
Third year is always the most boring if I
remember correctly. Which I don't, it was
all a blur back them. So anyway, me and
your father have been meaning to discuss
something with you. Isn't that right,
Jacob?

JACOB quickly finishes drinking his coffee to respond.

JACOB MARS
(deep inhale)

Yeah, so Manfred. You know that Miranda and
I have been together for a while now.

MANFRED looks at them both with great suspicion.

MANFRED MARS
Pretty much.

JACOB MARS
And recently, we've began to wonder if it's
time to consider certain...changes in our
lives.

MANFRED MARS
What kind of changes?

JACOB MARS
(clears throat)

The house, for starters.
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MANFRED immediately leans back in dread & agitation.

JACOB MARS
Miranda & I have been considering the idea
of moving.

MANFRED MARS
B-Basically, you want to sell the house?

JACOB MARS
I don't want to, but your mother & I bought
that place when were just kids. Kids who
were having a kid. Times have changed. We
can afford a better place now.

MANFRED looks to MIRANDA.

MANFRED MARS
Miranda, did you talk him into this?

MIRANDA JONES
Of course not, but I agree with what he's
saying. Hear me out on this one, Manfred. I
know there's a lot of memories of your mum
in that house, and nobody wants to forget
about her, not ever. But maybe it's time to
move on.

MANFRED MARS
No. I-I don't like change. I...

During their debate, MANFRED suffers another telepathic surge
in his head. Causing him to hear more intense whispers.

JACOB MARS
Nothing is going to change. We're just
thinking about when we might-

The whispers in his head grow even more intense, resulting in
MANFRED becoming more stressed & agitated. Eventually,
MANFRED snaps.

MANFRED MARS
(panicked breathing)

Stop! Just stop! Just...I need air.

JACOB MARS
Son, wait a minute.

MANFRED rushes out from the booth, and storms out the cafe
doors.
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JACOB MARS
Manfred!

Through the windows, MANFRED can be seen passing by the cafe.
As he does, the lights momentarily flicker.

CUT TO:

Elsewhere, a weakened LIV is shown to be desperately
stumbling down a narrow alleyway.

LIV clings to her upper left arm, where her jacket is burn't.

She repeatedly looks back to assure that she's not being
hunted. However, she eventually sees REEVA confidently walk
around the corner, in a calm form of pursuit.

Seeing REEVA causes LIV to run further down the alleyway in
panic.

CUT TO:

And on a street in the town, is an agitated MANFRED who puts
on his headphones to drown out the intense whispers.

But MANFRED falls against the wall as he becomes dizzy.
Unknown to MANFRED, patches of his body briefly fade out from
existence.

CUT TO:

Back within the Alleyway, LIV continues to flee with her
life, whilst REEVA begins to run after her.

CUT TO:

In the street, MANFRED regains his balance, and continues his
walk down the path.

But when walking by the alleyway opening, LIV runs out onto
the street, only to immediately collide into MANFRED. The
accidental collision knocks the pair off their feet.

As a result, they fall to the ground.

EXT. ALLEYWAY - DAY

EXT. STREET - DAY

EXT. ALLEYWAY - DAY

EXT. STREET - DAY
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Just as they're about to hit the concrete floor, both MANFRED
& LIV vanish in the blink of an eye.

REEVA witnesses the two of them disappearing, as she too
exits the alleyway.

All that is left behind is a single bus receipt that had
fallen out from MANFRED's pocket during the fall. REEVA
catches it as it falls through the air.

She stares at the receipt with deep concentration in her
eyes, and a faint smirk on her face.

REEVA
(mild chuckle)

Interesting.

FADE TO:

Inside an unknown building, on a dusty floor filled with
leftover desks & computers.

MANFRED & LIV appear in thin air, only to immediately fall
onto the ground. Their impact on the floor creates an
explosion of dust around them.

A few seconds later, the dust settles.

MANFRED immediately yanks out his headphones when looking at
his surroundings.

MANFRED MARS
(muttering)

No-No. How did we...?

Next to MANFRED is LIV, who slowly lifts herself off the
ground whilst looking around.

Still on the floor, a confused MANFRED looks to LIV.

MANFRED MARS
(heavy breathing)

Who...Who are you?

LIV looks at MANFRED, with a mixed expression of pain & rage.

She immediately holds out her open hand as she conjures
flames from her bare palm. LIV uses her other arm to
violently pin down MANFRED, and aim the flames at his face.

MANFRED MARS
(grunts)

Ow!

INT. ABANDONED OFFICE FLOOR - DAY
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LIV SUNN
No bullshit, otherwise you'll know what
happens when your eyeballs begin to boil.
Where've you taken me?

MANFRED MARS
(heavy breathing)

Wait, me?!

LIV SUNN
Don't play dumb. I already met your friend
at the warehouse. I'm guessing you're the
backup plan then. If she couldn't get me,
they send you to finish the job.

MANFRED MARS
(heavy breathing)

W-What job? And why's your hand on fire!?

LIV SUNN
I said don't play dumb!

MANFRED MARS
(heavy breathing)

I-I'm not! I don't know you! I don't know
what you're talking about! I don't know a
thing! Just...please, get off me!

LIV squints at MANFRED, growing uncertain about his agenda.

LIV SUNN
For your sake, I better not regret this.

Slowly & carefully, LIV releases her hold on MANFRED and
backs away from him. When she does, she winces at the pain of
her burned upper arm.

MANFRED finally stands up from the ground, and watches the
flames around LIV's hand die out.

He frantically points to her hand.

MANFRED MARS
Your hand, it's...it was on fire and now
it's not. I...I don't understand. How-How
is that?

LIV frowns.

LIV SUNN
You've got to be kidding me. You really
don't know?

25.

MANFRED shakes his head.
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LIV SUNN
(deep exhale)

Okay. Do you know how we got here at all?

MANFRED MARS
Um. Should I?

LIV SUNN
Fuck. You have no idea, do you. You're the
one who teleported us here.

MANFRED is left more baffled by her answer.

MANFRED MARS
(muttering)

Tel-Teleport?

LIV walks over to a nearby window, where she's able to see
the city below. Revealing that they're within a tall
building.

MANFRED MARS
What do you mean "teleport"?

LIV moves away from the window to speak directly to MANFRED.

LIV SUNN
Haven't you seen any science fiction tv
shows? Teleport. Vanishing in one place,
then reappearing in another. That must be
your trick. A very handy one too.

MANFRED MARS
What, like a superpower? That's...no, it's
impossible.

LIV SUNN
(sigh)

Call it whatever you want, I don't care.
(LIV pats MANFRED on the arm)

Look, thanks for the save but I've got to
get out of the town.

LIV walks towards a door at the far side. But as she does,
MANFRED listens as he hears another surge of whispers.
Amongst them, is LIV's voice.

LIV SUNN (V.O)
(whispering)

Need to run (whispering) nobody else
(whispering) Leon (whispering).
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MANFRED MARS
But wait...

MANFRED speaks out to LIV.

MANFRED MARS
W-Wait.

LIV ignores MANFRED as she makes her way towards the door.

MANFRED MARS (OFF SCREEN)
Who's Leon?

LIV immediately stops, and slowly turns around to look at a
nervous MANFRED with suspicion in her eyes.

LIV SUNN
How do you know that name?

MANFRED MARS
I...

LIV marches straight back to MANFRED.

LIV SUNN
I asked you a question. How do you know
that name?

MANFRED MARS
I-I-I have no idea. I've been hearing
things all day. Whispers. Voices.

LIV comes face to face with MANFRED.

LIV SUNN
"Voices"?

MANFRED MARS
Yeah. They...It's been happening all day. I
hear...I keep hearing things I shouldn't
when I'm around people. Stuff that's on
their mind.

LIV faintly shakes her head in scepticism.

LIV SUNN
(scoffs)

So you expect me to think your a telepath
too? A mind reader? Not possible.

MANFRED MARS
But teleporting is.
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LIV SUNN
No one has more than one trick up their
sleeve. And don't change the subject. Tell
me where you heard about Leon.

MANFRED becomes visibly stressed by all the confusion &
questions.

MANFRED MARS
I DON'T KNOW!

As MANFRED yells, one of the old nearby computers is thrown
from its desk, and smashes into the wall.

The occurrence startles both MANFRED & LIV. A moment of
silence occurs, as they stare at the destroyed remains of the
computer.

MANFRED MARS
Was that...

LIV approaches the remains of the computer, as she's still
shocked by what they had witnessed.

LIV SUNN
Telekinesis. Moving objects with your mind.
Meaning you weren't bullshitting when you
said...

(deep inhale)
Okay, so...what are you?

LIV looks at MANFRED in curiosity, when approaching him.

MANFRED MARS
I'm...just Manfred.

LIV SUNN
Alright, Manfred. I'm Liv. And I think we
need to have a talk.

CUT TO:

On the rooftop of an unknown building, REEVA makes a call on
her phone whilst facing the city ahead.

Eventually, her call is answered.

THE DIRECTOR (PHONE)
Did you capture the targets?

EXT. ROOFTOP - DAY
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REEVA
Olivia Sunn got away. However, her
associate is being taking to Sanctuary as
we speak. I asked if I could stick a big
pretty bow on his head for you, if it means
anything.

THE DIRECTOR (PHONE)
I have no doubt he'll make a fine addition
here. But how did Sunn manage to escape
you? I promised the US branch that we'd get
our hands on her.

REEVA
She had help. A teleporter got to her in
the last second.

THE DIRECTOR (PHONE)
A teleporter? I find that hard to believe.
We've had no red flags of any in the area.

REEVA takes a few steps towards the ledge of the rooftop, as
she further observes the city during the conversation.

REEVA
So we all thought, until they both vanished
in front of me.

THE DIRECTOR (PHONE)
Could you identify who it was?

REEVA
Hardly. They got away too fast.

(REEVA pulls out the bus receipt
to look at)

But I'm working on a lead.

THE DIRECTOR
I'm trusting you with this one, Reeva. Keep
me updated. And more importantly, keep it
clean. Is that clear?

REEVA
(sniggers)

Like crystal.

REEVA hangs up the phone, pockets the receipt, and walks away
from the ledge of the roof.

LIV SUNN (V.O)
We call ourselves "Altered".

CUT TO:
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Back on the dusty office floor, MANFRED & LIV are sat on top
of a desk as she speaks to MANFRED.

LIV SUNN
No one really knows why, but there are some
people in the world who were
born...differently. Very differently.

As a demonstration, LIV holds out her hand to conjure flames
in front of MANFRED.

MANFRED MARS
(clears throat)

People with powers?

LIV SUNN
Pretty much. And I've heard some wild
theories over the years. Some blame it on
aliens. Some say its magic. I met one guy
who thought it was a gift from the devil.
All of them were full of shit, obviously.

Ending the demonstration, LIV extinguishes the flames.

An exhausted MANFRED rubs his eyes.

During their conversation, MANFRED rarely makes eye contact
with her.

MANFRED MARS
(deep inhale)

Superpowers are a thing then. T-T-
That's...I'm going to need a minute to
absorb that. And you're saying that I-I'm
one of them.

LIV SUNN
No, not exactly. Not from what I've seen.

MANFRED frowns at LIV.

MANFRED MARS
H-Hang on, how do people not know about
this? Wouldn't it be on the news, or the
internet, or something?

LIV SUNN
(sigh)

It would be, if it wasn't for...

INT. ABANDONED OFFICE FLOOR - DAY
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Before she can continue, she winces in pain again.

Looking at her upper left arm, MANFRED sees her electrical
burn.

MANFRED MARS
You're hurt!

LIV SUNN
Really, I didn't notice. It's a burn, I'll
live.

MANFRED stands up from the desk, as LIV removes her jacket to
examine her burned arm.

MANFRED MARS
That's if you don't get an infection first.
You need to go to a hospital.

LIV SUNN
No! That's not an option.

LIV puts her jacket back on.

LIV SUNN (CON'T)
There are people looking for me. And right
now, they're expecting a girl with
electrical burns to be checked into the
system. I can't take the chance.

MANFRED MARS
What people? Who were you running from
earlier?

LIV looks to MANFRED in complete silence for a few seconds.
Despite the pain caused by moving, LIV stands up from the
desk.

LIV SUNN
I really need to go. Me being near you will
put a target on your back. You'll have a
better shot on your own, but here's some
advice. Keep this stuff to yourself. And if
someone ever does find out, then you run.
Just run.

MANFRED MARS
But you won't make it far with a burn like
that.

LIV SUNN
I've got no choice.

A frustrated MANFRED scratches the back of his head for a
moment, before he conjures an idea.
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MANFRED MARS
Actually, I think there might be.

CUT TO:

Later in the day, MANFRED (with his headphones in) enters the
front door of his home with LIV following behind him.

MANFRED closes & locks the door behind them, before removing
his headphones.

LIV SUNN
So why does your mom keep a medical bag in
her home?

MANFRED MARS
Miranda's a paramedic. She keeps it for
emergencies. And she's my step-mum.

LIV SUNN
Right.

CUT TO:

MANFRED & LIV walk into the living room.

MANFRED MARS
Um, I'll grab the bag, you just wait here.
And...please try not to burn the place
down.

LIV silently gives MANFRED a stern stare, whilst holding up
her middle-finger at him. At the doorway, MANFRED nervously
responds by giving her a thumbs up.

MANFRED MARS
(nervous laughter)

Great.

MANFRED rushes out the doorway. Leaving LIV alone in the
living room to examine her surroundings.

LIV examines the nearby family photos. She picks up a frame
that contains a photo of JACOB & MIRANDA.

LIV SUNN
Hmm. Not bad looking. Not bad looking at
all.

LIV puts down the photo to sit down & relax on the couch.

INT. HOUSE PASSAGEWAY - DAY

INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY
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CUT TO:

In his parent's bedroom, MANFRED reaches down under the bed
to pull out a large medical bag.

He pulls the medical bag out from under the bed. In the
processes, he accidentally knocks out a single photograph
from underneath.

MANFRED looks at the photograph, which causes him to grow
disheartened.

The back of the photo is revealed to have the name "Evera
Mars" written on the back.

MANFRED MARS
(sigh)

I wish you were here right now.

MANFRED wipes away any potential tears in his eyes, before
placing the photo back under the bed.

CUT TO:

MANFRED rushes back into the living room with the medical
bag, which he hands over to LIV.

MANFRED MARS
Here.

LIV SUNN
Thanks. I can't believe your step-mom keeps
this lying around.

LIV opens the bag to search its contents.

MANFRED MARS
She likes to be prepared for the worse. Is
there anything in the bag that could help?

MANFRED notices that the photo on the cabinet had moved by
LIV, and goes over to correct its position.

MANFRED MARS
Did you move this?

LIV SUNN
Oh yeah, I was just snooping while...

INT. PARENT'S BEDROOM - DAY

INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY
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LIV briefly pays attention to how MANFRED moves the photo
back into its specific position.

LIV SUNN
Hey, are you okay there?

MANFRED MARS
Yeah, I'm...this photo is bothering, that's
all.

LIV SUNN
Oh.

LIV turns her attention back to the bag on her lap, where she
takes a bottle of saline and a dressing out from it.

LIV SUNN
Saline and a burn shield dressing. These
will do the job. I'm gonna head into the
kitchen to clean up.

LIV gets up to walk into the kitchen.

Once he's satisfied with the position of the photo, MANFRED
sits down for a moment to clear his head. He looks at both
the opened medical bag, and the kitchen doorway.

MANFRED takes a deep breath out and runs his hands through
his hair, displaying his obvious stress.

MANFRED MARS
(mutering)

What am I doing...

CUT TO:

In the kitchen, LIV removes her jacket and holds her arm over
the sink.

She takes a moment to hold out her arm and look at the
severity of her electrical burn.

LIV SUNN
(muttering)

Bitch.

As she grabs the bottle of saline, she notices a magnet on
the fridge door. LIV looks at the magnet, which is a multi-
coloured infinity symbol.

A mild realisation hits LIV for a moment. Despite making a
discovery, she proceeds to treat her injury.

Using the bottle of saline, LIV pours the liquid over her
wound, which causes her a mild surge of pain.

INT. KITCHEN - DAY
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CUT TO:

Minutes later, LIV walks back into the living room with the
burn shield dressing wrapped around her upper left arm.

The medical bag appears to be gone, supposedly put back by
MANFRED.

MANFRED stands up from the couch to speak to her.

MANFRED MARS
How does it feel?

LIV SUNN
Stings like a bitch, but it beats an
infection. And on the bright side, I get a
cool scar out of this.

MANFRED MARS
Oh. Every cloud, I guess.

LIV SUNN
(chuckles)

Maybe.

Before the conversation can continue, a car is heard parking
outside of the house.

MANFRED goes to the window to look outside, only to discover
that JACOB & MIRANDA are exiting the car parked in front of
the house.

MANFRED MARS
Aw shit. This isn't my day.

MANFRED backs away from the window.

LIV SUNN
Who is it?

MANFRED MARS
Dad & Miranda, they're back already.

LIV SUNN
Can we leave through the back?

MANFRED MARS
Not an option with...it's all fenced off.

LIV SUNN
Okay, just teleport us out then.

INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY
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MANFRED MARS
I-I-I can't. I don't know how to. I...

MANFRED notices a strange occurrence in his hand, as it
begins to disappear.

MANFRED MARS
Liv.

He presents his vanishing hand to LIV, as the rest of his
body begins to fade out of sight.

MANFRED MARS
(heavy breathing)

I...What's happening to me?

Whilst MANFRED is left terrified, LIV becomes both impressed
& curious.

LIV SUNN
(scoffs)

Oh, you're literally full of surprises.

Without giving an explanation, LIV firmly places her hands on
MANFRED's shoulders. MANFRED reacts immediately as he tries
to shove her off him.

MANFRED MARS
What are you doing?! Get off me!

A majority of MANFRED's body disappears. And JACOB & MIRANDA
can be heard approaching the door.

The effects of MANFRED's latest ability also spreads to LIV.
She too begins to disappear.

LIV SUNN
Just trust me here. And whatever happens,
don't make a sound.

Just as the door begins to unlock, LIV fully fades out of
sight along with MANFRED.

MIRANDA & JACOB walk into the living room, where they begin
to settle in after their day out.

MIRANDA hangs up her coat and JACOB puts away his keys.

MIRANDA JONES
He'll come around, Jacob. The best thing to
do is just give Manfred his space.

Both JACOB & MIRANDA stand by the couch to discuss their
conversation.
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JACOB MARS
Oh, I knew this wasn't going to go well.
The boy hates change, and we pretty much
just dropped a bombshell on him about a
change of scenery.

MIRANDA appears conflicted, as she asks JACOB a question.

MIRANDA JONES
Do you think we're making a mistake? Moving
house, I mean?

JACOB MARS
No. I stand by what I said. And don't get
me wrong, there's some really happy
memories in this place. For all of us. But
it's time to let go. We can't keep living
in the past.

JACOB holds MIRANDA's hand as a romantic gesture.

JACOB MARS (CON'T)
Not when we can move forward.

MIRANDA JONES
I get why Manfred is against it though. The
last time he ever saw his mother was in
this house. The memory is anchored here. He
doesn't want to lose that.

JACOB MARS
Except it's just a reminder that she's not
here anymore. It's like the place is
haunted.

Suddenly, something knocks into the cabinet near the living
room door. JACOB & MIRANDA are instantly startled by the
bizarre occurrence.

They stare at the cabinet in silence for a moment.

Slowly, MIRANDA & JACOB break off into different directions.

MIRANDA JONES
I'm going to run a bath.

JACOB MARS
You do that. I'll sort out the weeds in the
back yard.

MIRANDA walks out of the living room, whilst avoiding
proximity with the cabinet. At the same time, JACOB goes into
the kitchen and out the back door.
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Seconds of silence passed in the living room, before voices
can be heard.

MANFRED MARS (V.O)
(whispering)

Can you let go now?

LIV SUNN (V.O)
(whispering)

Not until we're in the clear. And watch the
cabinet this time.

The sound of footsteps can be heard moving towards the door
to the passageway.

CUT TO:

The footsteps continue towards the front door. The handle is
knocked twice as MANFRED attempts to grip it.

LIV SUNN (V.O)
(whispering)

What's wrong?

MANFRED MARS (V.O)
(whispering)

I can't see where my hand is. Give me a
minute.

They carefully open the door as quietly as possible to leave
the house, and silently close it behind them.

FADE TO:

In a forest just outside from the house, twigs can be heard
snapping as the invisible MANFRED & LIV make their way into
the woods.

LIV SUNN (V.O)
Here should be good.

LIV releases her hold on MANFRED, immediately causing herself
to become visible. However, MANFRED remains invisible.

LIV SUNN
(chuckles)

So invisibility. You can add that to the
list.

MANFRED slowly becomes visible again too. He watches his
hands as his invisibility declines.

INT. HOUSE PASSAGEWAY - DAY

EXT. FOREST - DAY
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MANFRED MARS
(sigh of relief)

That was...it felt so weird. This whole
thing is just...weird.

LIV SUNN
You're telling me. Every other Altered
person I've met has only ever had one
ability. But not you. I wonder why.

MANFRED MARS
Wait, so how many more people are
like...us? What is it you called them?

LIV SUNN
Altered, and it's hard to say. Most Altered
try to live under the radar. Those who
don't never last long.

MANFRED MARS
Why's that?

LIV grows silent when the topic is brought up. She wanders
away from MANFRED by a few steps, before she finally answers.

LIV SUNN
There's a group out there. We don't have a
name for them. They showed up about
thirteen years ago, if the rumours aren't
bullshit. This group tracks down people
like us, and they take them.

MANFRED MARS
They kidnap the Altered?

LIV SUNN
Kidnap would be putting it lightly. They
always show up when you least expect them.
Sometimes, they're just ordinary people
with fancy guns & gear. And other times,
they're our own kind. I've had runs in with
them before. Not a fan.

MANFRED approaches LIV.

MANFRED MARS
What do they want?
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LIV SUNN
Who knows. I just know that they're
ruthless, smart, and well funded.

LIV turns to face MANFRED.

LIV SUN (CON'T)
Look Manfred, I'll be straight with you. I
appreciate everything that you've done.
Seriously, you did more for me than anyone
has in a long time.

MANFRED MARS
That's...I'm sorry to hear that.

LIV SUNN
Don't be. Just promise me one thing. Forget
about your powers, they'll just make you a
target. I'm already marked, but you've
still got a shot of living without having
to worry about this crap.

MANFRED MARS
I-I don't even want these powers. I can't
even control them.

LIV SUNN
Then you're gonna have to learn to control
them. And fast.

MANFRED left stressed by all the information that he's been
given. Though, LIV appears conflicted by what she has to do
next.

LIV looks up at the sky as she takes notice of the time of
day.

LIV SUNN
It's gonna get dark soon. I really should
find a place to crash.

LIV offers MANFRED a handshake.

LIV SUNN
Good luck, Manfred.

A nervous MANFRED looks at her hand before speaking.

MANFRED MARS
I um...I really don't do handshakes, but
take care out there, Liv.

Finally, a smile develops on LIV's face.
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LIV SUNN
Thanks.

LIV begins to walk away into the forest, whilst MANFRED looks
back to see a majority of the city ahead. He quickly turns
back to speak out to LIV.

MANFRED MARS
If you're looking for a place to stay, you
can...the building we were in earlier.

LIV turns back to look at MANFRED.

MANFRED MARS (CON'T)
It's been abandoned for twelve years. No
one bothers with it, most people don't even
notice it anymore.

LIV SUNN
How do you know that?

A sorrowful expression forms on MANFRED's face as he answers.

MANFRED MARS
My mum--my biological mum--she use to run
the place. It use to be a call centre, back
in the day. When um...when mum died, they
just couldn't manage the same without her.
So they shut everything down. The building
has just been gathering dust ever since.
You could stay there until you...until
you've got things figured out.

LIV is left both flattered & uncertain by MANFRED's
suggestion.

LIV SUNN
I...t-that would be great! Manfred, I don't
know what to say.

MANFRED MARS
D-Don't say anything. Just look after
yourself.

MANFRED begins to head back the way they came, believing the
conversation to be over. However, LIV speaks out once again.

LIV SUNN (OFF SCREEN)
Three o'clock.

MANFRED looks back, to see LIV confidently walking away in
the opposite direction.
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MANFRED MARS
What?

LIV SUNN
Meet me there at three o'clock. We can go
over how to control those tricks of yours.
In other words, see you around.

LIV walks off into the forest. MANFRED stands still to go
over what she had just told him. Seconds later, he smirks in
a mixture of excitement, curiosity, and anxiety.

MANFRED MARS
(muttering)

Okay then. Okay.

With his home in sight, MANFRED leaves too.

FADE TO:

Inside a rented flat, the BUS DRIVER walks in through the
front door. He immediately enters his cluttered living room
to stretch his arms.

Appearing exhausted from a long day at work, he takes off his
coat and puts down his keys & phone. The BUS DRIVER pulls out
his cigarette & lighter, and proceeds to light the cigarette.

REEVA (OFF SCREEN)
Uff, now those things will kill you.

The BUS DRIVER instantly looks over to his kitchen in the
back, and sees REEVA leaning against the counter with a can
of coke in her hands.

REEVA
(sips can of coke)

Besides, hasn't everyone converted to
electrical anyway.

BUS DRIVER
Who the fuck are you? How'd you get in my
flat?

REEVA
I let myself in. For the first time in the
eleven years, those lock picking lessons
finally paid off.

The BUS DRIVER turns his back on REEVA as he grabs phone.
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REEVA (OFF SCREEN)
Oh, you might have trouble getting through
to the police.

When he tries to make the call, the signal won't go through.
He looks back to the kitchen and sees REEVA walking towards
him.

REEVA (CON'T)
Technology always lets you down when you
need it most. Like phones for example. All
it takes is the tiniest electrical
interference to scramble the signal.

The BUS DRIVER backs away from her.

BUS DRIVER
What do you want? Money? Drugs? Both?

REEVA
(scoffs)

Do I look like the type that would be
interested in either? No, what I want is
very specific. A name.

BUS DRIVER
A name?

REEVA walks up close to the bus driver to hand him the
leftover bus receipt.

REEVA
This receipt belongs to someone who I'm
very keen on finding. And I checked your
bus company records. You were the driver
who handed this receipt at the time of its
purchase. I want his name, what he looks
like, where he got picked up, and where he
got dropped off. I want answers to those
questions, so give them to me. Can you do
that for me?

BUS DRIVER
I pick a lot of people up.

REEVE instantly becomes annoyed, and walks away by a few
steps.

BUS DRIVER (CON'T)
I see a lot of different faces. I-

Before he could finish, REEVA holds out her hand. Suddenly,
purple electrically surges through her entire arm, before a
bolt of purple lightning shoots out from her palm.
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The BUS DRIVER is struck, and is sent flying into the wall
behind him.

REEVA lowers her hand to casually stare at him, as he lays on
the floor with a burned chest.

REEVA
Did I stutter just now? I want answers, not
excuses.

The badly wounded BUS DRIVER cowers as REEVA kneels down to
him.

REEVA
So...

REEVA holds out her hand and allows electricity to flow
between her fingers. She stares at her victim with a deep
dark sense of pleasure & joy.

REEVA
Shall we begin?

CUT TO:
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